Salt reduction in China: a state-of-the-art review
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Objective: This study aimed to reveal the latest evidence on salt reduction initiatives in China in order to identify the contextual cost-effective interventions, as well as the barriers encountered during China’s long march to reach its population salt reduction goal.

Background: Population-based salt reduction has been considered as one of the most cost-effective strategies in the world for the prevention and control of noncommunicable diseases. China, along with its sustained economic growth, faces increasing burdens from chronic diseases such as cardiovascular and kidney diseases. With policy support and cross-sector collaboration, various salt reduction initiatives have been adopted in China in order to reduce such dietary risk, especially since the beginning of this millennium.

Methods: This study conducted structured literature reviews in both English and Chinese databases and synthesized the latest evidence on the association of salt intake and health, as well as salt intake among Chinese and population-based salt reduction strategies in China and around the world.

Findings: Dietary salt restriction has been found to contribute to the reduction of blood pressure among both the normotensives and hypertensives bringing associated reduced disease burdens and great public health benefits. With gender, ethnic, and regional variations, salt intake levels in the population in China are well above the recommended threshold and physiological need. Admittedly, excessive salt intake precipitates the high prevalence of hypertension and cardiovascular disease among the Chinese. Considering that the majority of the dietary salt is added during cooking in China, salt substitutes, salt restriction tools, and health education are the most common salt reduction initiatives with varying levels of effectiveness and acceptability among the Chinese population.

Implication: Overwhelming evidence is in support of a well-coordinated nationwide salt restriction initiative as a key public health strategy for the prevention and control of hypertension and its related diseases. Orchestrated efforts from the government, industries, academia, health professionals, and the general public are required to achieve China’s long-term goal for salt reduction.
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Introduction
Salt has long been included as the quintessential component of the human diet. Although crucial to most of the human physiological processes, excessive salt intake has been found to be associated with raised blood pressure (BP) and heightened risks of many chronic diseases including cardiovascular and kidney diseases.
Ranked as the most common risk factor globally, high BP is responsible for 174 million disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) every year. The latest Global Burden of Disease Study 2013 (GBD 2013) indicated that 17.3 million people die from cardiovascular diseases annually, accounting for nearly one-third of the total deaths worldwide. Approximately 53% of DALYs related to ischemic heart disease, which is the most common type of cardiovascular diseases and the leading cause of death in the world, were attributable to high BP. Meanwhile, more than one-quarter of the 1 million annual deaths from chronic kidney diseases were due to hypertension.

China bears a significant proportion of hypertension-related global mortality and morbidity. The GBD 2013 study indicated that ~20% of total Chinese DALYs are related to cardiovascular diseases. Of the 230 million Chinese diagnosed with such diseases, 200 million have high BP and 7 million suffer from stroke. As aging gains more momentum in China, combined with population growth, it is estimated that the number of cardiovascular disease events will increase by >50% by 2030.

Recognizing hypertension as a major threat to public health and the cost-effectiveness of population-based salt reduction strategies to reduce hypertension, the World Health Organization (WHO) has called for all member states to achieve a 30% relative reduction in mean population salt/sodium intake by 2025. The present study aims to examine the scientific basis of such initiatives and synthesize the current salt intake and salt reduction initiatives in selected countries with a focus on China.

Methods
This study conducted structured literature reviews in both English and Chinese databases and synthesized the latest evidence on the association of salt intake and health, as well as salt intake among Chinese and population-based salt reduction strategies in China and around the world.

Separate structured literature searches were conducted on four subthemes:
1. Salt and health
2. Salt intake in China
3. Salt reduction in the world

The relationship of the four key dimensions of this review (health, China, salt, and reduction) is illustrated in a Venn diagram (Supplementary material A1). Various keywords were further developed for each dimension. Specific English and Chinese keywords are listed in Supplementary materials A2 and A3, respectively. Time period was set from 2000 to 2016.

For salt and health dimension, given the extremely extensive evidence on hand, we restricted our search to systematic review articles in English databases (PubMed, EMBASE, and Cochrane) only. Meanwhile, search was conducted in the same three English databases for the topic of salt reduction in the world.

For salt intake in China and salt reduction in China dimensions, searches were conducted based on the aforementioned keywords using Boolean combinations in both English (PubMed, EMBASE, and Cochrane) and Chinese databases (WanFang and CNKI). Studies were selected for inclusion based on their information about study design, ascertainment of intervention, and use of standard definition of main outcome measures, attrition rates, and sample sizes. Review articles are also included after quality assessment.

Grey literature search was conducted in the popular Chinese search engine Baidu using similar keywords in Chinese characters. Reference lists of key references were further explored to obtain any relevant information.

Findings
Salt and health
Hypertension is a common chronic condition susceptible to the interplay between genetic and environmental factors, with salt intake exerting significant physiological influence. The sensitivity of BP to salt intake was documented as early as in 1904 with more recent evidence indicating the association between high salt intake and heightened risk of hypertension and stroke events. In addition to the evidence from observational studies, research from interventional studies has convincingly demonstrated the relationship between salt intake and BP. Dietary salt restriction has been found to contribute to the reduction of BP among the normotensives and hypertensives and people with chronic kidney disease. The latest systematic review in 2016 comprising 123 randomized trials involving 613,815 participants showed a 13% reduction in all-cause mortality associated with each decrease of 10 mmHg in systolic blood pressure (SBP), indicating the public health benefits of a salt-restricted diet through BP reduction. Furthermore, a modest and long-term reduction in salt intake is predicted to reduce stroke mortality as well as to decrease proteinuria possibly translating to lower the incidence of end-stage kidney disease.

Nevertheless, there are controversies regarding the potential health effect of “inadequate” salt intake. One systematic review reported increase in plasma renin, plasma aldosterone,
plasma adrenaline, plasma noradrenaline, cholesterol, and triglyceride with reduced sodium intake,\textsuperscript{12} whereas a meta-analysis in 2013 found no adverse effect on blood lipids, catecholamine levels, or renal function in studies of more than 4 weeks duration and with moderate change in sodium intake.\textsuperscript{5}

The latest pooled analysis on sodium excretion in 133,118 individuals from \textsuperscript{>49} countries by Mente et al\textsuperscript{19} showed that cardiovascular disease risks were heightened with low sodium intake (<3 g/day) irrespective of hypertension status. Furthermore, excessive sodium intake (>7 g/day) was found to be associated with increased risk of cardiovascular diseases among hypertensive patients only. Such findings, if substantiated, would overturn the rationale of population-based salt reduction target, currently set at 5 g/day by the WHO.\textsuperscript{6} The study, along with the publishing journal \textit{The Lancet} quickly drew criticism from leading academics\textsuperscript{20,21} and the World Action on Salt and Health (WASH).\textsuperscript{22} Its main methodological flaws included using a single spot urine excretion rather than the golden standard of 24 h urinary sodium excretion,\textsuperscript{20,22} the failure to avail all conditions satisfying Hill’s criteria in order to establish casual association between low sodium intake and cardiovascular diseases events\textsuperscript{21} and the inherent issue of reverse mortality associated with the study design.\textsuperscript{22}

Polarizing opinions from different studies with different methods of strength are not uncommon in science. The difficulty in accurate measurement of sodium, confounding commonly related with dietary variables along with the unfeasibility of constructing fully randomized trials makes the subject of population salt/sodium reduction a controversial public health matter.\textsuperscript{21} A new trial is currently ongoing in rural China to shed light on the direct effects of salt substitute (sodium reduction and potassium enrichment) on fatal and nonfatal stroke.\textsuperscript{21} While we await results from more rigorous research to understand the full effect of salt reduction on human health, paradoxical findings on salt intake at the lower end of the spectrum should not overturn the evidence-based public health message to reduce excessive salt intake.

Indeed, in the case of China, the INTERMAP study suggested that the difference in sodium intake between the north and south could explain about one-third of the north–south difference in SBP, supporting the notion of higher salt intake as the major contributor to the high prevalence of hypertension in China.\textsuperscript{24} As early as in 1982, Chinese scholars have identified the relatively higher hypertension prevalence in northern China compared to Southern China.\textsuperscript{25} The latest evidence includes a systematic review and meta-regression analysis in 2014.\textsuperscript{26} Based on this study, the age-standardized prevalence of hypertension was 28.3% in the northeast, 30.4% in the middle north, 23.6% in the north-west, 23.3% in the east, 16.2% in the middle south, and 19.9% in the south-west China.\textsuperscript{26} Higher prevalence of heart failure\textsuperscript{27} and stroke\textsuperscript{28} were also found in northern China compared to the south.

A 2011 \textit{Lancet} report initiated by the WHO and produced in collaboration with \textsuperscript{~100} scientists included dietary salt reduction as one of the five priority interventions for member states to address the noncommunicable disease crisis. The report also estimated the cost of implementing mass-media campaigns and voluntary action by food industry to reduce dietary salt consumption to be at $0.05 per person per year for China.\textsuperscript{29}

The cost-effectiveness of salt reduction initiatives has been examined in other simulation studies.\textsuperscript{30,31} Based on a new meta-analysis comprising 107 randomized interventions and the Global Burden of Disease Study 2010, the NUTRI-CODE group found that in 2010, 191,451 deaths in China can be attributed to a daily sodium intake of >2 g, whereas 25.4% of total cardiovascular deaths in China result from such excessive daily sodium intake.\textsuperscript{30}

Measured in terms of annual cardiovascular diseases events averted, quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) gained, cardiovascular diseases treatment costs saved, and the relative reductions in rates of cardiovascular disease incidence and mortality, Wang et al\textsuperscript{31} applied the Cardiovascular Disease Policy Model in 2015 to simulate the effect of reducing mean dietary salt intake and found that by reducing the salt intake to 9 g/day over a 10-year period in China, 197,000 annual cardiovascular events could be prevented while a 2.5% reduction in cardiovascular mortality could be anticipated. Furthermore, 303,000 annual QALYs could be gained and 1.4 billion international dollars (Int$) could be saved. Lowering the target to 6 g/day could approximately double these benefits. The focus of dietary salt reduction strategies should be on hypertensive adults as three-quarters of the benefits above would be derived from them.\textsuperscript{31}

In the following sections, first recent studies on the level of salt intake in China are summarized. After briefly introducing salt reduction strategies in selected countries, such strategies in contemporary China are focused. The review ends with policy and practice recommendations for reducing salt intake to improve health in China.

**Salt intake in China**

Long been recognized as the “king of all flavors,” salt has played an essential role in the preparation and preservation of Chinese food for thousands of years. Studies on salt intake in China at the national, regional (provincial), and local (city)
level in the past 16 years were reviewed and summarized. Sodium intake estimated from multiple-day 24-h urinary sodium excretion is regarded as the gold standard for the measurement of salt intake. However, it is harder to implement and more time consuming and places higher burden on participants than some other methods, such as single spot urinary excretion, dietary recall, or weighed food record. This review first describes the results from a limited number of studies based on 24-h urinary data and then summarizes the studies using other methods to estimate salt intake. A detailed description of salt intake levels throughout China can be found in Supplementary material B.

Using the 24-h urinary sodium excretion method, the INTERMAP study that China participated in the 1990s showed the average sodium intake from three sites was 3990 mg/day (10.1 g/day salt) varying from 4733 mg/day (12.0 g/day salt) in northern China (Beijing and Shanxi) to 2491 mg/day (6.3 g/day salt) in southern China (Guangxi). Gender, ethnicity, and regional variations were further explored using the 24-h urinary sodium excretion method. Men were found to consume more salt (12 g/day) than women (10.3 g/day) in 11 locations including Guiyang, Guangzhou, Shanghai, Beijing, Shijiazhuang, and Taipei across China during the CARDIAC study. In terms of ethnicity variation, Tibetans (14.8 g/day) and Kazaks (12.5 g/day) consume more salt than Han (11.3 g/day) and Uygur (10.2 g/day). One 2003 study conducted in Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangxi also indicated that northern Chinese tend to eat more salt (>14 g/day) than southern Chinese (<9 g/day) and men demonstrate consistently higher salt (8.8–17.2 g/day) intake compared to women (7.5–14.6 g/day). Regional studies using the 24-h urinary method have revealed the average salt intake to be 11 g/day in Jiangsu Province, 13.9 g/day in Shandong Province, and 11.8 g/day in the city of Yantai, Shandong Province.

In the past decades, results from a growing number of published studies have suggested that most of China’s population exceed the recommended daily salt consumption (5 g/day) set by the WHO. According to the 2002 Chinese Nutrition and Health Condition Survey, the nationwide salt intake is 10.7 g/day based on the dietary record from three consecutive days. A recent study on 6,072 adults from 12 of China’s mainland provinces found the mean salt consumption to be 9 g/day, which is based on laboratory-analyzed food sample and household dietary measurement. Average salt intake in Beijing was found to be 15.2 g/day for adults, 11.0 g/day for children, and 10.2 g/day for senior citizens. Salt intake in Zhejiang province was found to be 10.5 g/day in 2011 and 8.91 g/day in 2015. Daily salt intake was estimated to be 7.63 g in Fujian province, 7.6 g in Guangdong province, and 10.3 g in Hunan province. There is also a pattern of higher salt intake from in the western region (12.5 g/day) than the eastern region (8.6 g/day) with rural residents taking in more salt (11.5 g/day) than their urban counterparts (9.1 g/day). As to occupational differences, farmers were found to consume more salt than industrial workers.

Encouragingly, salt intake was found to have declined from 12.7 to 8.9 g/day between 1997 and 2009, whereas sodium intake was shown to have decreased from 6.6 g/day in 1997 to 4.7 g/day in 2009. The 2010 China Health and Nutrition Survey also showed a steady decline in sodium consumption from 6.8 g/day in 1991 to 5.9 g/day in 2000 and further down to 4.3 g/day in 2011. Based on 4-day dietary recalls, the INTERMAP study in the 1990s found that as much as 75.8% of sodium intake among Chinese are from salt added during home cooking (Figure 1). New results had similar findings. The Chinese population derive over 80% of their sodium intake from salt added during the cooking process, which is in sharp contrast to the developed world where majority of population sodium intake originate from processed food. In Beijing, it was estimated that 90% of salt intake was from cooking and <10% from processed food. These findings on sources of sodium intake have implications for designing the most effective salt reduction strategies.

In summary, salt/sodium intake in China is well above the recommended thresholds and physiological need. Variations of salt consumption level exist in China based on geographic location, ethnicity, gender, occupation, and age. Although there is a declining trend in the past few decades, salt intake
levels in China are high enough to warrant population-wide culturally tailored salt reduction schemes to address this public health issue, especially given the inclusion of salt reduction as one of the five highly cost-effective strategies for noncommunicable disease prevention and control by the WHO.\textsuperscript{29} The following sections briefly describe salt reduction initiatives in selected countries, followed by a more detailed account of such initiatives in China.

Worldwide salt reduction initiatives

As the pioneer of population-wide salt reduction initiatives, the UK established the Consensus and Action on Salt and Health (CASH) in 1996 aiming to encourage orchestrated salt reduction efforts between the government, food manufacturers, and consumers.\textsuperscript{55} CASH initiated the National Salt Awareness Day in UK since 2000 and successfully lobbied the Food Standards Agency to implement a national salt reduction campaign with a target of 6 g/day by 2015 and a progressive reduction to a daily target of 3 g by 2025.\textsuperscript{55} Since the start of the program in 2003/2004, over 7 years, there has been a 15% reduction in 24-h urinary sodium (from 9.5 to 8.1 g/day, \( P<0.05 \)) and reduction in salt content of many processed food.\textsuperscript{56} The success of the UK’s salt reduction initiatives can be attributed to the establishment of an action group with strong leadership and scientific credibility, setting progressive lower salt targets for different food categories with clear timeframes, collaboration with the food industry, clear nutritional labeling, and public awareness campaigns.\textsuperscript{56}

Given that 75%–80% of sodium intake is from processed food or restaurants,\textsuperscript{57} the American government established the National Salt Reduction Initiative (NSRI) as a public–private partnership, aiming to reduce population salt intake through product reformulation.\textsuperscript{57} Similar to the UK, the US engaged in multifaceted salt reduction initiatives including setting different salt content targets in different food categories, introducing clear nutritional labeling, and initiating public awareness campaigns.\textsuperscript{56}

The Australian government endorsed the WHO’s action plan by pledging to achieve a 30% reduction in average population salt intake by 2025. The average salt intake in Australia is 8–9 g/day with as much as 80% of salt intake from processed food.\textsuperscript{58} Government-led salt reduction strategies include the Food and Health Dialogue launched in 2011, which set voluntary salt targets for 11 food categories. Additionally, food manufacturers could adopt the Health Star Rating System to highlight the nutritional profiles of packaged food by displaying different number of stars in front labeling.\textsuperscript{59} A robust national monitoring mechanism is needed for Australia to achieve the target of 30% reduction by 2025.

In developing countries like Malaysia, the government issued national policy targeting healthy eating and collaborated with nongovernmental organizations to promote dietary guidelines. The food industry is also engaged by the government to reformulate products containing less salt.\textsuperscript{59} South Africa sets a target of <5 g of daily salt intake by 2020. To achieve this, in 2013 the South African government passed legislation to mandatorily engage the food industry with manufacturing of products with lower salt content. Public awareness campaigns about salt intake were also launched.\textsuperscript{60}

In 2005, the WASH was established based on the CASH program to implement similar salt reduction interventions around the world. To date, 527 members from 95 countries have joined the WASH movement.\textsuperscript{60} In 2012, the WHO set 5 g as the recommended daily salt intake to prevent and control hypertension.\textsuperscript{6} A 30% reduction in mean population salt intake by 2025 was included as one of the nine voluntary targets set by the World Health Assembly in 2013 to reduce behavioral and physiological risk factors.\textsuperscript{61}

Salt reduction in China

On the basis of the search strategy and selection criteria described in the “Methods” section, we synthesized the salt reduction interventions in detail (Supplementary material C). A PRISMA selection flowchart can be found in Supplementary material D. We present our synthesis in five subsections, namely policy environment, national initiatives, regional initiatives, health awareness and health education, and research on low-sodium salt/salt substitute.

Policy environment

Commissioned by 15 Chinese ministries in 2012, the National Plan of the Prevention and Control of Chronic Diseases in China 2012–2015 sets a clear target of “reducing the Chinese population’s daily salt intake below 9 grams by 2015.” The Chinese Dietary and Nutritional Development Plan of the Prevention and Control of Chronic Diseases 2014–2020 issued by the State Council in 2014 further stipulated “control of the salt and oil consumption” and “develop nutritional food low in sodium and fat” as key development goals.\textsuperscript{53}

From January 1, 2013, all food manufacturers in China must affix labels to food products indicating the content of sodium, protein, fat, and carbohydrates under the Nutritional Labelling in Prepacked Food Legislation (GB28050-2011).
The manufacturers of low-sodium salt products are subject to Industry Standard of Low Sodium Salt QB2019-2005 from 2005. The most recent industry standard regulating the production of low-sodium salt NY/T 1040-2010 was stipulated by the Chinese Ministry of Agriculture in 2012 preceding over NY/T 1040-2006.

A detailed description of salt reduction-related regulations in China can be found in Supplementary material E.

National initiatives

The China Healthy Lifestyle for All (CHLA) campaign was jointly launched in 2007 by the National Health and Family Planning Commission (formerly the Ministry of Health), the Office of National Patriotic Health Campaign Committee, and the Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention (China CDC). Its daily operations were managed by the China CDC to disseminate a number of healthy lifestyle messages including “daily salt intake should be 6 g or less.” Using a multisector approach involving the private sector, health professionals, industries, schools, and community organizations, it disseminates health educational messages on recommended maximum intake of salt and promotes the uptake of healthy eating support tools (ie, salt restriction tools). The campaign utilizes mass media, educational program, billboards, and printed materials. By the end of 2011, a report showed that 40% of all Chinese counties had implemented the strategies.

Later, the China Salt Reduction Initiative (2010–2020) initiated by the Chinese Centre of Disease Control sets a daily salt intake target at 6 g by 2020 and promotes the consumption of low-sodium, high-potassium salt, and salt substitutes.

A cross-sectional survey was conducted in 2012 among 31,396 participants from 31 provinces to assess the efficacy of CHLA campaign. From each province, a county with exposure to the CHLA campaign (intervention group) was matched with another county with similar GDP and population without the CHLA exposure (control group). Only adults who have lived in the area for >6 months during the 12 months before the face-to-face survey date were included in the study. It was found that in urban sites, 49.2% of the intervention group use salt restriction spoon (29.3% in control group, \( P < 0.01 \)). In rural sites, uptake of salt restriction spoon is 28.4% among intervention group and 19.9% in control group (\( P < 0.01 \)).

Based on the same data, using intention-to-treat analysis via multilevel logistic regression, participants in “intervention” counties were found to be more likely to know the limit of salt (odds ratio: 3.14) and were more inclined to modify their consumption (odds ratio: 1.98) and to report a change in taste (odds ratio: 1.90). Such effect is not subject to income or education, whereas women and the elderly benefit disproportionately from the intervention.

Regional initiatives

Regionally, the Beijing and Shanghai municipal governments distributed free salt restriction spoons to their residents in 2007 and 2008, respectively. The Shanghai government also disseminated the educational message of “target your daily salt intake to 6 g” accompanying the distribution of such spoons. The data from the 2010 Chinese National Chronic Disease and Risk Factor Surveillance suggested that salt restriction spoons were adopted by only 10.21% of Chinese population with the urban population being much more receptive to such practice compared to their rural counterparts.

In 2009, the Beijing Municipal Government launched the “Healthy Beijing-Action Plan advancing population health (2009–2018).” Specifically, a target of <10 g/day was set for daily salt intake. The action plan also included the promotion of low-sodium salt to restaurants, institutional canteens/cafeterias, and families. Subsidies were proposed to be given to food manufacturers to develop healthy food with low salt content. Shops and supermarkets were encouraged to set up designated area for food with less salt content to facilitate purchase among health-conscious customers. In 2010, the Beijing government also promoted the uptake of low-sodium salt substitute and strengthened the supply chain so that residents could purchase low-sodium salt from 28 supermarket chains. Residents received a bonus of 75 g of low-sodium salt and a salt restriction spoon both paid for by the government when they purchase 400 g of such product.

However, a 2012 survey in the rural Shunyi District in Beijing found that only 41.4% of residents have heard of low-sodium salt and 30.4% are aware of its health benefits. Residents with lower income or less education were less receptive to such products. Main barriers of incorporating low-sodium salt into daily cooking included lack of awareness, difficulty of purchase, and lack of perceived health benefits.

A 2012 survey conducted in the Shunyi district of Beijing found that using multistage randomized cluster sampling, 59.2% of the 1043 residents interviewed have used salt-restricted tools. A later study in the same area among 403 residents incorporating improved salt restriction tools accompanying health education found improved regular usage of such tools from 26.1% to 67.3% after a 6-month intervention period. Approximately 37.3% of subjects were able to correctly use the tools compared to 13.3% at baseline. Using the weighed food record method, intervention group...
also showed a 1.5 g/day lower salt intake compared to the control group after the intervention. Using the 24-h urinary excretion method, a study conducted in Beijing found that a 6-month intervention consisting of salt restriction spoon and health education resulted in 1.42 g reduction of daily salt intake in the intervention group compared to 0.28 g in control group.71

The Shanghai Municipal Center for Disease Control and Prevention conducted evaluation of the Mass Campaign for Salt Control (mainly consisting of the distribution of salt-control spoons) and found that 41.15% of families still use the salt-control spoons during the 12th month into intervention although the percentage decreased since the initial distribution in the 1st month; 45.69% of the subjects have a daily salt intake of ≤6 g at the end of the intervention period, up from 37.24% at baseline;72 and 79.32% of residents have salt restriction-related knowledge after intervention, compared to 39.52% at baseline.73 TV and popular science articles are the preferred ways for the residents to obtain salt-related knowledge. The sample selected (>6000 residents in 2900 families) during the evaluation was also found to have low attrition rates.74

In the Minhang district of Shanghai, a 1-year intervention consisting of distribution of salt restriction tools accompanying health education materials was implemented among 371 residents in 160 families. Salt reduction awareness rate was found to improve from 88.1% to 95.4%, and a significant increase (P<0.01) was observed in people who use the tools to measure salt intake daily (62.4% at 1 month into the intervention to 76.9% at 1 year after the intervention).75 In another similar study conducted in the Baoshan district of Shanghai in 2008, 2 years after the distribution of salt restriction spoons to 160 families,80 awareness rate of relationship between salt and health improved from 58.5% at baseline to 79.2%. Approximately 68.4% of subjects engaged in persuading family members to reduce adding cooking salt at the end of the intervention, indicating an 8% increase compared to baseline (P<0.05) although a curvilinear pattern (increase in first year followed by a minor decrease in second year) was found in the improvements above.

Residents in Shandong (the second most populous province in China) have a strong preference for salty food and a 2011 cross-sectional survey estimated that over 23.4% of residents in Shandong had hypertension.76 In 2011, the provincial government of Shandong and the Ministry of Health launched the Shandong Province–Ministry of Health Action on Salt Reduction and Hypertension (SMASH) with a target to reduce daily salt intake to 10 g/day by 2015 and to increase awareness and control of hypertension among adults in Shandong.76 This is the first large-scale provincial government-led intervention targeting population salt reduction in China; and the midterm evaluation showed the promising result of a reduction in the per capita seasoning salt intake from 12.5 to 11.58 g/day among adults aged 18–69 years.77 Furthermore, one modeling study based on SMASH data suggested that if the sodium consumption was reduced from the 2011 baseline level to 3.5 or 4.0 g/day, in Shandong province alone, 19,800 (13,800–24,900) deaths or 14,400 deaths (10,100–19,500) from cardiovascular diseases could be prevented each year, respectively.78

Common barriers in the uptake of salt restriction tools include lack of education on using the tools, inability to correctly use the tools, and inconvenience. Chen et al examined the factors affecting the adoption of such spoons and concluded that especially among young people with risk of hypertension, population with low education level, and rural population, enhanced intervention consisting of education on salt reduction benefits and right usage of salt-restriction spoon is required.79

**Health awareness and health education**

There has been many salt reduction strategies with a public education focus to improve the awareness of risk associated with diets rich in salt and encourage the Chinese population to follow a healthy diet.80 A randomized cluster sample conducted on 96,916 Chinese adults in 2010 found that the unweighted rate of the awareness, willingness, and behavior toward salt reduction among Chinese adults were 63.0%, 84.5%, and 44.5%, respectively.31 After being weighted, significant inverse relationship exists between age and awareness rate as well as willingness rate. Urban residents demonstrated significantly higher awareness, willingness, and behavior rates than their rural counterparts. Women also demonstrated significantly higher willingness rate and behavior rate than men.

From 1974 to 1998, a large-scale worksite-based intervention was implemented among 110,000 employees in a large iron and steel manufacturer in Beijing.82 Eight simultaneously parallel reference groups in other provinces outside Beijing were set up based on population surveillance data. With the focus of primary prevention of cardiovascular diseases and hypertension, the comprehensive intervention included health education, health promotion, dietary adjustment focusing on salt reduction, and other lifestyle risk factor management.83 BP and body mass index (BMI) were found to have decreased relatively in the intervention group.
during 1974–1998, compared to significantly increased BP and BMI in majority of the eight reference groups at different provinces in China.\(^8^\)

The SchEdu Salt study involved 584 school children from 28 primary schools to deliver salt reduction messages to their families in Changzhi, Shanxi Province. Children from 14 schools in the intervention group received education on the adverse effects of salt and the method to reduce salt intake during the schools’ usual health education lessons. The other 14 schools in the control group did not receive such salt reduction-focused education.\(^8^\) The intervention lasted one semester long (3.5 months) and saw on average a 2.9 g/day reduction among adults in daily salt intake compared to the control group (\(P<0.001\)), whereas for children, the mean effect was 1.9 g/day (\(P<0.001\)).\(^5^\) The mean effect on SBP was −2.3 mmHg in adults and −0.8 mmHg in children compared to their counterparts in the control group.\(^8^\)

**Research on low-sodium salt/salt substitute**

For people accustomed to a salty diet, education and salt-restricted tools alone are insufficient to prompt long-term behavior change. To reduce population sodium intake, it is an easier option for people to substitute normal salt with low-sodium salt with a marginally different taste but much lower sodium content. Predominantly, low-sodium salt has been manufactured with part of the sodium chloride replaced by potassium chloride. The proportion of potassium chloride ranges from 30% to 50% and magnesium sulfate is sometimes added to balance the bitterness of potassium chloride.\(^8^\)

Salt substitute has been available in the Chinese market for decades, and its taste is generally acceptable.\(^8^\) The safety and long-term use of potassium-enriched salt was evaluated among 112 volunteers during a 1-year intervention. Health education and potassium-enriched salt (NaCl:KCl =1:1) were provided to participants every 3 months. The spot urinary ratio of sodium to potassium was significantly reduced, and no side effect on the liver and kidney function was found. Although salt substitutes are generally safe as no serious adverse effects were reported in decades of sales, further study is still needed given the sample size and intervention period of this study.\(^8^\)

The Industry Standard on Green Food-Edible Salt NY/T 1040-2012 stipulated by the Chinese Ministry of Agriculture superseded its predecessor NY/T 1040-2006 in 2012. The new Standard removed the limitation on magnesium content and set the required range for sodium chloride at 70%±10% and potassium chloride at 24%±10% in low-sodium salt products.\(^6^\)

The effects of salt substitute on BP have been investigated in several trials in China. The China Salt Substitute Study was a randomized controlled trial conducted in 2004 among 608 high cardiovascular-risk individuals (mean age =60 years) in six rural Northern areas. The study found that the intervention group using the standard salt substitute (65% NaCl, 25% KCl, 10% MgSO\(_4\)) benefited from reduced arterial stiffness\(^8^\) in addition to significantly reduced peripheral and central SBP over a 12-month intervention period compared to the control group using regular salt (100% NaCl).\(^9^,^9^\)

Zhou et al further assessed the impact of salt substitution on BP of rural northern Chinese in two consecutive studies.\(^9^,^9^\) The first study conducted among 200 families with a 2-year intervention period found that in a double-blinded, randomized controlled trial, salt substitute (65% NaCl, 25% KCl, 10% MgSO\(_4\)) lowered both SBP and diastolic blood pressure (DBP) among normotensive subjects and lowered only SBP among hypertensive subjects.\(^9^\) The follow-up study extended the intervention to 200 families in five villages in Northern China during a 3-year double-blinded, randomized controlled trial with the same salt substitute and found significant decrease in both SBP and DBP from baseline to the end of 36-month follow-up in the intervention group compared with the control group using normal salt (100% sodium chloride group), demonstrating the long-term benefit of salt substitute on lowering BP among rural Northern Chinese.\(^5^\)

The same salt substitute was used in a single-blinded, randomized controlled trial targeting Tibetans with known hypertension (SBP >140 mmHg). After a 3-month intervention, 19.2% of patients in the intervention group had their BP under control compared to only 8.8% in control group (\(P=0.027\)). Net reduction in SBP/DBP in the intervention group in comparison with the control group was 8.2/3.4 mmHg (based on per protocol analysis) and 7.6/3.5 mmHg (based on intention-to-treat analysis).

Another quasi-experiment conducted on 411 adults in rural Shandong province found that using the commercially available low-sodium and high-potassium salt substitute results in decreased BP of both normotensive and hypertensive population. Both the groups also demonstrated decreased urinary sodium and increased urinary potassium.\(^9^\) Targeting 325 hypertensive adolescents and 978 of their families in a rural Chinese community, a salt substitute containing potassium and calcium was found to be as effective as sodium restriction in reducing the BP of hypertensive adolescents and their families.\(^9^\)

In 2011, the China Rural Health Initiative was conducted as a large-scale, cluster-randomized trial in five Northern
Chinese provinces comprising 120 villages in 120 townships. The intervention included community-based health education and promotion of salt substitutes (65% NaCl, 25% KCl, 10% MgSO₄). Salt substitutes were made available in village convenience stores for sale in 60 villages in the intervention group. Half of these 60 villages were randomly selected to receive subsidy to make the more expensive salt substitutes cost the same as regular salt. Twenty-four-hour urinary samples showed reduced daily sodium intake and increased daily potassium intake among participants in intervention groups. The combination of salt substitute and health education was also found to reduce albuminuria among 1903 rural Chinese in this cluster randomized trial (P<0.01).

Furthermore, the China Salt Substitute and Stroke Study (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT 02092090) is an ongoing large-scale cluster randomized trial targeting 600 villages and 21,000 participants across five Northern Chinese provinces and Tibet with an expected completion date of 2019. The study will define the effects of a salt substitute-based sodium reduction strategy on the outcome of stroke and mortality.

**Recommendations and conclusion**

Excessive salt intake among the Chinese population is a major contributor to the high prevalence of hypertension and cardiovascular diseases. In China, population-based salt reduction strategy should be adopted for the prevention and control of cardiovascular diseases and other health benefits. Based on the review, the following recommendations for effective population-wide salt reduction were proposed. The full impact and best approach in implementing these recommendations need to be further studied.

**Chinese Salt Reduction Task Force**

The Chinese government has an unequivocal role in reducing its population salt intake. Historically, the Chinese Center of Disease Control is responsible for the planning and implementation of salt reduction programs with the Ministry of Health playing a steering role. Other sectors including the Ministry of Education, the Ministry of Communication, the Quality Control Bureau, as well as the State Food and Drug Administration should take on more active roles in order to create a nationwide supportive policy environment for salt reduction.

Chinese government also needs to align the interests of different stakeholders including the food industry, salt manufacturers, consumers, and academic institutions to efficiently push its salt reduction agenda forward. We recommend the establishment of Chinese Salt Reduction Task Force comprising reputable individuals from various government ministries, industries, and academia. This task force can work alongside the fledgling China Salt Reduction Initiative to spearhead and coordinate nation-wide salt reduction efforts. Clear and achievable goals should be set early on as well as monitoring systems to evaluate progress toward the goals. Members of the working group should meet regularly to discuss the progress and challenges related to salt reduction in their respective community, brainstorming innovative salt reduction campaigns, and acting as think tank for the Chinese government in salt reduction-related matters.

**Health education and promotion**

Population sodium reduction cannot be achieved without raising awareness among the general public given the majority of salt intake among Chinese come from salt added during the cooking process. In addition to raising awareness through workplace-based interventions, salt reduction education should also be delivered targeting pregnant women, students, and teachers, so that children and teenagers could benefit from low-sodium diet from an early age. The existing communication channels of the various government entities should be fully utilized to raise awareness among their respective target communities.

Salt reduction campaigns should nonetheless avoid the absolute vilification of salt. Health messages shall emphasize that it is the excessive intake of salt (>5–6 g/day) that is harmful to health. Besides messages on the harm of high salt intake and benefits of moderate intake, the importance of self-measurement of salt intake as well as practical measures to reduce salt intake should also be emphasized. It is widely recognized that health education efforts are more effective when promoted in combination with other tangible strategies such as affordable and useful tools and products (eg, salt substitutes).

**Food industry legislation and food labeling**

In a market economy, food industries are mainly motivated by profit and could therefore resist any voluntary changes to product reformulation including sodium reduction in fear of losing customers. Industrial regulations should stipulate salt targets for different food categories in order to reduce the sodium content of manufactured food.

Similar to the UK and Australia, China could also introduce food labeling prominently displaying the health rating of each food based on sodium and other key nutritional content. As health awareness increases, low-sodium products will gain more popularity. Standardized nutritional profile (including sodium content) of common Chinese dishes should be researched and disseminated, so that the general
Salt restriction tools and salt substitutes
The distribution of salt restriction tools should be scaled up to the fast food and restaurant industry and more provinces to curb salt added while cooking. New technologies such as smartphone-based applications and other mobile health tools are worth further development, evaluation, and promotion. Salt substitute with lower sodium has great potential in reducing population salt intake especially in northern and rural China where the preference for salty food is deep-rooted and far-reaching. For diagnosed hypertensive patients or those with cardiovascular diseases, a subsidy should be included in their medical insurance for the purchase of low-sodium salt substitute given its higher price compared to regular salt. In addition, government subsidy for salt substitute manufacturing and purchase is potentially beneficial for population health.

Community-based primary health care centers should play a larger role in the distribution of salt restriction tools and salt substitute, so that larger high-risk population could be reached in a sustainable manner. Primary health care centers in China, although still under development, should be further integrated in the NSRI for its sustainability and cost-effectiveness, especially for its potential to be the one-stop shop for receiving health education, salt restriction tools, and low-sodium salt substitute to the high-risk target populations and the general public.

China is a country with excessive salt intake among the majority of the population with average intake doubling the recommended upper limit. Even people who typically have reservations on universal salt reduction strategy reach consensus about its value for countries like China. Orchestrated efforts are required from the Chinese government, food industries, health professionals, and the general public to achieve the long-term salt reduction goal in China. To quote an ancient Chinese poet Qu Yuan, “The way ahead is long and has no ending: yet high and low we’ll search with our will unbending”.
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